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Forthcoming in March:
Transport Infrastructure and Logistics in the Making of Dubai Inc., Rafeel Ziadah; Global Urban Policy-Making in Africa, Sylvia Groeve; Resisting the ‘Long-Arm’ of the State?, Paul O’Hare; Rescuing Urban Governance through Leeds City Lab, Paul Chatterton, Alice Owen, Jo Cutter, Gary Dymski and Rachael Unsworth; Symposium on Engineering Cities, Lisa Björkman and Andrew Harris (eds.)

Beyond Space
Qiyun Wu, Tim Edensor and Jianquan Cheng

Being Good Parents or Being Good Citizens
Susanne Frank and Sabine Weck

Planning Gentrification and the ‘Absent’ State in Athens
Georgia Alexandri

Race and the Production of Extreme Land Abandonment in the American Rust Belt
Jason Hackworth

‘If I was King of India I would Get All the Horns Out of Cars’
Marka Patsianika, Tatjana Schneider and Michael Edwards

Bourdieu Comes to Town
Loïc Wacquant (ed.)

Social Space and the Genesis of Appropriated Physical Space
Pierre Bourdieu

Social Power and Power Over Space
Monique Pinçon-Charlot and Michel Pinçon

Urban Distinctions
Virgilio Borges Pereira

Emerging Cultural Capital in the City
Mike Savage, Laurie Hanquinet, Niall Cunningham and John Højberkkø

Categorizing Neighborhoods
Sylvie Tissot

Heavy is the House
Matthew Desmond